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AMENABILITY AND SUBSTANTIAL SEMIGROUPS 

BY 

JAMES C. S. WONG(1) 

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we introduce the concept of topologi
cal left substantial subsemigroup of a locally compact semigroup S 
and prove that if T is such a subsemigroup in S and M(T) is the 
measure algebra of T, then M(T)* is topological left amenable iff 
M(S)* is topological left amenable, an extension of a similar result 
for discrete semigroups. 

1. Introduction. Let S be a semigroup and T a subset of S. T is called left 
thick in S if for every finite subset F or S, there is some seS such that Fsc T. 
In [5], Mitchell proves that a left thick subsemigroup T (in particular, any left 
ideal) of S is left amenable if and only if S is left amenable. In this paper, we 
extend the concept of left thick subsets to locally compact semigroups and 
prove an analogue (and also an extension) of Mitchell's result for topological 
left invariant means. 

2. Notations. For definition of topological left invariant means on locally 
compact semigroups, we shall follow Wong [6]. Let S be a locally compact 
semigroup, M(S) its measure algebra with total variation norm and convolution 
as multiplication and M0(S) its probability measures. A Borel subset T of S is 
called topological left substantial if the following condition is satisfied: For each 
compact set K<^S, there is some measure nKeM0(S) such that H*IJLK(T) = 1 

for any /m G M0(S) with fx(K) = l. In [9], a Borel subset T of S is called 
topological left thick if for each 0 < e ̂  1 and each compact subset K in S, there 
is some measure /X(e>K) e M0(S) such that JLI * fi(eyK)(T) > 1 - e for any JJL G M0(S) 
with n(K) = 1. It is easy to see that any topological left substantial subset of S 
is necessarily topological left thick, and that for discrete semigroups S, they 
both coincide with the concept of left thickness introduced in Mitchell [5] (see 
Wong [9, Theorem 4.2] for a proof). Observe that if T is topological left 
substantial, the measures fxKeM0(S) can be chosen such that ixK(T) = l. To 
prove this, let (fr^K^S be compact. Choose keK and let Ki = Kk\J{k} 
which is also compact. Consider ek * JLLKI e M0(S), where ek is the Dirac meas
ure at fc. Since keK, sk*IIKXT) = 1- Moreover,"if fieM0(S) satisfies fx(K) = 1, 
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then jit * (ek * ixKl)(T) = (M * ek) * fiKl(T) = 1, since /x * e^Ki) = JK &,(*k) <*M(*) = 
JLL(K) = 1 (where £Kl is the characteristic function of Ki). The measures ek * /xKl 

now have the required property (see also Mitchell [5, §5 Remark (a) p. 
256]). 

3. Main results. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let T be a topological left substantial locally compact Borel 
subsemigroup of a locally compact semigroup S. If there is a net Me e M0(S) such 
that ||jUL*ju,/3-/x/3||-^0 for every M e M0(S) with /x(T) = l, then M(S)* has a 
topological left invariant mean. 

Proof. Assume there is a net M£> j8 e E such that ||/x * M<3 ~ MPII —» 0 for each 
M e M0(S) with ix(T) = 1. Since T is topological left substantial, for each KczS 
compact, there is some ^KeM0(S) with MK(T) = 1 such that n*fiK(T) = 1 for 
any ixeM0(S) with ix(K)- 1. We now use a standard result on iterated limits 
(Kelley [4, Theorem 4, p. 69]) to construct a net fjbaeM0(S) such that 
||/Lt*/uta--/Lta||->0. for each IJLEM0(S). Let D = {K} be the collection of a 
compact subset in S. Consider the product directed set D x n{JE : K e D}. For 
each a = (K,f}eDx U{E : K e D}, define ju,a = /AK * /x/(K)- We want to show that 
M« satisfies the required condition by first showing that | | / x*^ Q - Ma||~* 0 for 
each fi € M0(S) with compact support. Let K0 be any (arbitrary but fixed) 
compact subset of S and ju,eM0(S) with JLL(X0) = 1. Consider the product 
directed sets D0xE and D0xIl{E:Ke D0} where D 0 = { K € D : X D K 0 } . 

Define the maps 

a n d R:D0xn{E:KeDo}-*D0xE 

V: D0 x E -> M(S) (with norm topology) 

R(K,g) = (K,g(K)) 
and 

V ( i C , ]8) = jLL * JXK * M*3 ~ ^K * Mp-

The iterated limit limx^Kohm^ IJL* HK* Up- PK* Up (in norm topology of 
M(S)) exists and is equal to zero. In fact, for any K •=> K0, 

||M *V>K*Hp-V<K* Mell ^ ||M * fxic * Me ~ Mell -̂  IIMK * Me ~ Mell"^ 0. 

since M OK) = M(^O) = 1 and hence M * MK(T) = JUK(T) = 1. (T is topological left 
substantial.) By Kelley [4, Theorem 4.1, p. 69], the net 

V°R(K, g) = ix * MK * Mg(K)~ MK * Mg(K) -» 0 

with respect to (JK, g). It follows that 

lim ||M * Ma ~ Mall = lim ||M * MK * HHK) ~V<K* M/(K)|| 
a (K, / ) 

= l i m || M * M K * Mg(K) - M K * Mg(K)|| = 0 
(K, g) 

for each ixeM^S) with JLL(K0)
 = 1-
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Since the measures in M0(S) with compact supports are norm dense in 
M0(S), the same is true for each JLL G M0(S). By [6, Theorem 3.1], M(S)* has a 
topological left invariant mean. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let T be a topological left substantial locally compact Borel 
subsemigwup of a locally compact semigroup S, then M(T)* has a topological 
left invariant mean iff M(S)* has a topological left invariant mean. 

Proof. Assume that M(S)* has a topological left invariant mean. Since T is 
topological left substantial, it is topological left thick. By Wong [9, Theorem 
4.1, (1) implies (2) and Note (a) after Theorem 4.1], there is a topological left 
invariant mean M on M(S)* such that M(XT) = 1 where \T is the characteristic 
functional of T in S defined by XT(V<) = M(T) , neM(S). Consequently, M(T)* 
has a topological left invariant mean by [8, Theorem 4.1]. 

Conversely, assume that M(T)* has a topological left invariant mean. Then 
there is a net v$ G M0(T) such that \\v* vp - vp\\ -» 0 for each v e M0(T). Let jup 
be the unique measure in M0(T) such that ju,p(T) = l and iAp\T = vp where 
jLtT = JLL |T G M0(T) is the restriction of JLL G M0(S) to the Borel subsets of T. (In 
fact, the correspondence ju —> JLIT is an isometric isomorphism between the 
convolution algebra M(T) and the subalgebra of all measures jx in M(S) with 
|/u,| (T') = 0, see for example [7, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3] and [8, Lemma 3.1]). 
Now if JH G Mo(S) and JLI(T) = 1, then v = \LT G M0(T) and 

HM- * M* - M = ||(M * M* ) |T - M0|T|| = ||MT* M* |T - M*|T|| = Ik* ^ - ^ | | -> 0. 

By Theorem 3.1, M(S)* has a topological left invariant mean. This com
pletes the proof. 

COROLLARY 3.3. Let T be a left ideal of a locally compact semigroup S, then 
M(T)* has a topological left invariant mean iff M(S)* has a topological left 
invariant mean. 

Proof. It suffices to show that every left ideal is topological left substantial. 
Let te T. If Ka S is compact, then Kfc STc T. Consider the Dirac measure et 

at t. For any neM0(S) with JLL(K) = 1, we have /x*e t(T) = J^T(xO djx(x) = 
J K ^ T ( ^ 0 dfji(x) = IJL(K) = 1. Hence T is topological left substantial. 

REMARKS. 

(a) Theorem 3.2 is a topological analogue and also an extension of a result 
of Mitchell in [5, Theorem 9, p. 260] for discrete semigroups. 

(b) The sufficiency part of Theorem 3.2 remains valid if we assume that T is 
only topological left thick instead of the (stronger) condition that T be 
topological left substantial. This is quite evident in the proof of the theorem. 
However, we were unable to do the same for the necessity part. (See Wong [8] 
and [9] for other results in this direction.) 
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